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Contraception, In Vitro Fertilization
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Bartholomew Kiely, S.J.

The author. of the Gregorian University. Rome. presented this paper at
the 2nd International Conference on Moral Theology. held in Rome in
November. 1988.
1. Area and Approach

I wish to focus this presentation on two related problems: that of
artificial contraception, and that of using in vitro fertilization with embryotransfer (in the form known as the "simple case")1 to overcome sterility.
The first of these topics was addressed by "Humanae Vitae," and the
second seems to have been the most disputed point of the Instruction
"Donum Vitae" .2
Related to both topics is the principle of "Humanae Vitae" (12) and
"Donum Vitae" (11.4) that the two meanings or significances of human
sexuality, the unitive and the procreative, may not be separated by human
initiative.
I shall attempt to explore this principle by analyzing the difference
between donation and domination. between the giving of a gift and, for
example, the making of a product. (The making of a product is not the only
example of domination that will enter here.)
The purpose of this analysis is to seek at least a partial understanding of
why the two meanings of the conjugal act are inseparable. It will here be
argued that (f either of the two meanings is suppressed. the other meaning
does not remain intact but is itself deformed. Each of the two meanings is
preserved in its integrity only if the two remain united. If they are separated
by some kind of domination of the process, then both meanings are
damaged . There is, as Professor Mcinerny has noted, a kind of symmetry
between the teaching of"Humanae Vitae" and that of"Donum Vitae," and
it is this symmetry which I wish to explore.
2. Donation and Domination -

Notions and Examples

Giving a gift is a particular kind of doing - as distinct from making3 with intransitive effects in the giver and transitive effects in the person who
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receives the gift. In domination (e.g .. making a product), one imposes one's
own will on the object and puts it on a level of pure passivity. When a
person is using a word-processor, the machine is expected to comply
totally with the will of the user, and not to introd uce ideas of its own into
the text. Only one will is involved, and it is a dominant will. In contrast, in
the giving of a gift the will (or the rights) of each person involved must be
respected . Thus there is a difference between proposing marriage (offering
oneself as a gift to a woman, who may reject the offer) and buying a
slave-girl as a concubine, the slave-girl having no say in that case. A gift
must be freely given and freely received; it may not be imposed or coerced.
Conversely, what may be imposed, coerced or dominated is not a gift.
Setting aside special cases such as the confinement of those who are
mentally ill ,4 domination is never an acceptable way to treat a person. since
freedom is a hallmark of the person, while passivity is the hallmark of what
is being dominated. 5
It must be remembered, in the analysis of any moral situation involving
more than one person, that there are as many wills involved as there are
persons, and that the consent of any of the persons involved may not
simply be taken for granted, still less overruled . This is easy to overlook,
especially in an abstract discussion not referring to the fact that different
persons are involved, as when a single moral agent is thought of as
executing a process which is abstractly described. Impersonal or collective
formulations ("one does this, we do this") may serve to conceal, but not
solve this problem.
Our most frequent encounter with the domination of persons may well
be in ordinary verbal conversation. A common non-sequitur is the
assumption that because I wish to talk about myself and my
preoccupations, that therefore you wish to listen. (But of course!) The
image is useful, because this happens to everyone and annoys everyone; it
is also relevant, not least because any conversation requires a kind of
periodic abstinence if anything other than frustration is to be born of the
conversation. I have sometimes wondered if it is more than a coincidence
that many of those who dissent from "Humanae Vitae" are not good
listeners.
3. Contraception.
The moral issues here are familiar and here need only be outlined so as to
illustrate certain parallels with the procedure of in-vitro fertilization parallels between the suppression of one meaning of the conjugal act and
the suppression of the other meaning.
In marrying, the spouses give themselves to each other. Consent is
always required for the validity of marriage. In the conjugal act, this
self-giving is expressed in a unique way.6 The spouses are not sharing a
function or a satisfaction, but themselves.
Upon this gift of the spouses to each other, another gift may, when
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conditions are suitable, supervene : the gift of a new life. The new life comes
as a gift from a gift, "dono di dono", as Professor Tettamanzi has
expressed it. 7
When the conjugal act retains its natural openness to new life,8 then all
four of the drama tis personae immediately involved (the husband , the
wife, the possible child, and God as the author of life 9 and as the source of
each person's vocation),10 are being respected.
When the possible gift of a new life is directly opposed by contraception,
the procreative meaning of the conjugal act is suppressed; domination is
taking the place of donation. Once one grasps that donation is like a kind
of service, then the opposition between donation and domination becomes
more clear. What remains is not an intact expression of the unitive
meaning, but a deformed version of that meaning;11 " .. . contracepted
sexual intercourse is simulated, not real, conjugal intercourse". 12 Two of
the drama tis personae have been "locked out" or forced to be silent, so to
speak (God as the author of life, and the possible new child), and the
contracepting spouses at the same time lock themselves in to a defective
expression of conjugal union, uncoupled from the real goods of
procreation and collaboration with God, and reduced to a search for
experiences in self-consciousness. 13 So what the couple are united in
choosing is no longer the same kind of union , once procreation has been
deliberately excluded . And when the spouses have thus locked themselves
in , they are also more or less likely to be locked in against each other , each
within the self and failing to take account of the other. The existence of
subconscious motivation as a normal human weakness, which often means
that the self is talking to the self, aggravates this danger. 14 Periodic
abstinence is different, as more than one speaker has already explained . 15
4. Simple-Case In Vitro Fertilization

A new human life is a gift in a very radical sense, in that its receiver does
not even exist before the gift is made . 16 The beginning of a human life is
more solemn than dying, or capital punishment. A new human life is
eternal, while death is only a transition . To procreate is more dramatic
than to kill or to condemn to death.
The new life is a gift that emerges from the sexual gift of the spouses to
each other; a gift from God to the child and to the parents, not only from
the parents to the child or to each other. 17 Sexual union is not a merely
instrumental act finding its whole meaning in the result attained; Von
Hildebrand proposes the idea of a "finality of superabundance". 18
If the sexual procreation of spouses is replaced , in the attempt to
overcome sterility, by "simple-case" in vitro fertilization with embryotransfer, something is different. What is different?
In sexual procreation, neither spouse may be replaced by another
person, because what is involved in the sexual union is an expression of
personal commitment, and in personal commitment one person cannot
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take the place of another. The spouses are, after all, giving themselves; and
one cannot give another's self. 19
The technical steps of in vitro fertilization are different in this respect:
their moral quality does not depend on who carries them out. The
technical steps of IVF-ET are chosen, not because they have any intrinsic
value, but as an alternative adopted solely for the sake of the result that is
hoped for. 20 Being a merely instrumental action, the process implies no
uniquely personal commitment; therefore it might just as well be carried
out by anyone possessing the necessary skills. If one imagines a "modified
simple case" in which the husband and wife are sufficiently skilled and
equipped to carry out the technical procedures of in vitro fertilization and
embryo-transfer by themselves, that would not change the moral quality of
the procedure. 21
To consider IVF-ET as morally acceptable, one would have to agree to
these three points:
(I) that the new life is not really a gratuitous gift (from God: 22 to the child
and to the parents, as well as from the parents to the child or to each other),
but is rather something that the parents may manufacture, or have
manufactured, for themselves (and what may be produced for oneself, or
for themselves, by technical means, is not a gift);
(2) that the new life may be manufactured by a process which is impersonal
in the sense that it might just as well be carried out by anyone, and so is not
the expression of a uniquely personal commitment;23
(3) and that one may so place the new life in the inevitably inferior role of
the product of a process of domination. 24 To produce life in a glass dish
seems (returning to the earlier comparison with a conversation) to be like
treating a person as one treats the disk of a word-processor: determining
by mechanical means all the conditions of its existence.
But one cannot accept these three implications. They overlap, but they
all imply treating the new life without the respect that is due to a person,
and instead dominating it as if it were a thing.25
So, to accept in vitro fertilization one would have to accept a deformed
version of the procreative meaning, accompanying the exclusion of the
conjugal act with its unitive meaning.
Overall, then, it has been argued that the exclusion of either of the
meanings of the conjugal act deforms the other meaning. 26 When
conception is deliberately excluded, what remains is not a full and true
expression of the unitive meaning as self-giving, but a withholding of part
of the self,27 a domination imposed upon a donation. In vitro fertilization
excludes the unitive meaning along with the conjugal act, and what is left is
not a true and full expression of the procreative meaning as a donation by
the parents in collaboration with God, but a domination which, as the term
domination suggests, usurps a function of the Lord. Each of the two
meanings retains its integrity as a donation only if it remains united with
the other meaning. The logic of domination contradicts the logic of
donation; it is not just a matter of using some technique as a less good
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way of accomplishing essentially the same thing.
At the same time we must recognize that the difference between
donation and domination does not seem to be widely appreciated in the
contemporary world. 2H We tend to think often in technological terms, that
is to say, in terms of a logic of domination or production. Further, the
whole logic of proportionalism places the moral agent in the role of a
demiurge dominating the future, as John Finnis has observed. Such habits
of thought would seem to explain many reactions to the teaching of
"Donum Vitae" on homologous in vitro fertilization, as also analogous
reactions to "Humanae Vitae" and "Familiaris Consortio". The logic of
self-giving is not so easily understood .
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